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By Timothy West, Prunella Scales

Nick Hern Books. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, So You Want to be an Actor?,
Timothy West, Prunella Scales, A handbook for aspiring actors by two of the best-known names in
the British theatre and television Written by two of the best-known actors in the country, this short
book offers practical advice and do's and don'ts to anyone thinking of taking up acting. Both
authors are passionate about actor training, know the profession inside out and, as they say in their
intro, have more than a hundred years' experience between them! Writing alternate paragraphs
throughout the book - and frequently contradicting each other! - they cover the whole gamut from
* Applying to drama school * Auditioning * Training * Working in unpaid productions * Doing 'bits'
on telly etc etc and on up to * Getting an agent and * Enduring a West End run - should you be so
lucky. Published in slimline format (cf. NHB's Actions), this handy but pleasantly unstuffy manual is
essential reading - or an essential gift! -for any aspiring actor.
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Very useful to all group of folks. This really is for all who statte there was not a worthy of reading. I am very happy to explain how this is the best pdf i have
study inside my personal life and can be he greatest book for actually.
-- Marcelle Homenick-- Marcelle Homenick

These kinds of publication is everything and got me to looking ahead of time and much more. it absolutely was writtern extremely completely and
valuable. Your way of life period is going to be enhance when you full looking over this ebook.
-- Dr. Lessie Murphy IV-- Dr. Lessie Murphy IV
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